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INVESTMENT RESULTS TOO GOOD TO CONTINUE?

Almost forgotten now, this quarter began with the final declines of a very nearly 10%
correction in the domestic large cap market and an even bigger drop in domestic small caps.
The entire market roared back and joined the overseas markets’ more steady recent
performance to yield one of the largest sets of quarterly returns in many years.  While this is
the very pleasing reward for our clients’ patience through the rough days of March and early
April, much lower quarterly returns are sure to follow.

Unlike many commentators, we believe that while these results may be somewhat
exaggerated, they are not irrational.  There is a great deal of good news.  Corporate earnings
are strong.  Inflation is very tame, especially in the face of very strong job growth.  Long-
term interest rates have declined and the Fed left short-term rates untouched at its last
meeting.  Alan Greenspan told Congress that the country’s economic health is “excellent.”
Capital gains tax reductions are on the horizon (we may even be already past the effective
date) and Congress and the Administration have agreed – once again – on yet another
version of deficit reduction.  The strong economy may solve this problem for them long
before their target deadline, further reducing pressure on interest rates and permitting, who
knows, even further tax relief.

A FEW GREY CLOUDS – The picture is not entirely rosy.  We now see much greater daily
volatility, tempting many market participants to attempt to time specific entries and exits.
History and logic show that this is a futile… and costly… exercise; but the prospect of the
great rewards of “getting it right” will probably always retain its seductive power.
Meanwhile, market participants doing it could easily magnify the swings.

In Europe, the election of left of center governments in the UK and France and the general
difficulty of achieving monetary union timetables provide a sobering counterpoint to the
small but positive steps to bring Russia and other former Eastern Block countries into greater
participation in the Western economic community.  These elections, and especially an
unraveling of EMU, could hamper European equity performance.

Largely because of the very strong dollar, the US trade deficit has grown, increasing the
future claims overseas investors have accumulated against domestic resources.
Consequently it behooves US investors to participate in those “creditor” economies.  Thus,
we repeat our now familiar refrain that both because of the current purchasing power of the
US dollar and the relatively lower recent performance of developed markets overseas,
international investment remains very attractive.  As we discuss further in this issue, we
think that this may be especially the case for the stocks of smaller companies overseas.

A NEW HONG KONG – The second quarter ended with the great spectacle of Hong Kong’s
return to Chinese sovereignty.  Despite the fear of the past several years of anticipation, the
event itself was met with near universal optimism about the future of the world’s largest – by
far – emerging market.  While the specifics are impossible to predict, we are reasonably
confident that China will not jeopardize Hong Kong’s fundamental economic freedom and
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that, over the long term, China’s economy will continue to experience strong growth, driven
primarily by private property rights and market forces rather than primarily by central
planning of collective ownership.

It would be a mistake to assume that the world’s oldest and most populous civilization will
adopt Western economic culture without substantial modification.  Nevertheless, we believe
that there will continue to be many opportunities for our clients to participate in the vast
wealth that is to be created… and to do so conveniently through carefully managed emerging
markets mutual funds

FUND WATCH

Although we did not make any significant changes to our group of mutual fund managers
this past quarter, we want to report a number of other developments and some changes on
the horizon.

IVY INTERNATIONAL CLOSES – On July 18th, Ivy International, one of our core
international equity exposures, closed to new investors.  Existing shareholders will be
allowed to make additional purchases of the fund in the future.  While we regret that Ivy
International won’t be available for future clients, we applaud Hakan Castegren’s decision
to close the fund.  Closing the fund should help prevent asset growth from adversely
affecting future performance by preserving Castegren’s investment flexibility and trading
nimbleness.  You may recall that Castegren also manages Harbor International (which
closed to new investors some years ago at about the same asset level).  Both Ivy
International and Harbor International have been truly outstanding performers in their
asset class, core international.  Consequently, before Ivy closed, even where an account’s
current asset allocation doesn’t call for an international component, we purchased small
positions in order to ensure future access to this superior manager.  Presently, we are
evaluating all of our core international managers, including Warburg Pincus International
Equity, to reconfirm that they remain the best choices.  We expect to identify at least one
more fund in this area.

TAX-FREE EXCHANGE – During this past quarter, we engaged in a tax-free exchange of
shares of the Schwab 1000 and Schwab S&P 500e index funds.  Charles Schwab & Co.
created a new class of shares for its large cap index funds, named Select Shares, that have
higher minimum purchase requirements and lower operating expenses.  Because these funds
simply track their respective indices, a lower expense ratio translates into less tracking error
and better performance.  Due to our preferred status as your investment manager, the
minimum purchase requirements didn’t apply, so we were able to exchange shares, without
tax consequences, to obtain the benefit of these reduced costs in all relevant client portfolios.

STYLE RECLASSIFICATION – We recently decided to recategorize Barr Rosenberg US
Small Cap to the “value style” from the growth style.  While this particular manager is not
easily pigeonholed into any one style category, we have become convinced that the fund
exhibits a moderate tilt toward the value style.

One result of this change is the visual appearance of your Portfolio Holdings statement,
appearing to reflect a preference for small cap value exposures.  This is not necessarily the
case.  While there is continuing research that suggests value stocks may outperform growth
stocks over the long run, the applicability of this research in the real world of active manager
performance is less clear.  We identify managers whom we think provide the best exposure
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to a given asset class.  Historically we have attempted to roughly divide certain asset class
exposures between the growth and value styles so that our clients obtain the benefit of each
style.  However, that classification decision is less important to us than choosing the best
managers.  In the less efficient small cap arena, finding managers who will add value over
their benchmarks is more important than a mechanistic adherence to ever-changing style
definitions.  From time to time, then, our clients may tilt either to a “growth” or to a “value”
orientation.

In a similar vein, we have also made a shift of weighting in clients’ large cap exposures.
Given the strong growth bias of domestic large cap indices (discussed in last quarter’s
INVESTMENT COMMENTARY), we have reduced commitments to our large cap growth fund,
Brandywine, in a number of client portfolios and substituted that with increased exposure to
our general current choice for a value fund:  DFA Large Cap Value.  This was not a
decision to adopt a heavy weight for value but an attempt to avoid an inadvertent weight
toward growth.

NEW INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP MANAGER – One result of our effort to devote a larger
portion of clients’ international equity allocation to smaller companies is that we have
decided to diversify that exposure over two managers.  Presently we use one manager,
Acorn International, to gain access to the international small cap asset class.  We have
recently decided to add Barr Rosenberg International Small Cap.

At this time you won't find Barr Rosenberg International Small Cap in the mutual fund
tables of your daily newspaper.  The fund is small (about $19.8 million in assets) and has
only been in existence since September 1996.  Over that very brief period, the fund returned
7.8%.  However, several of the fund's characteristics persuade us that the fund is an excellent
choice:

• A disciplined, sophisticated, quantitative investment process designed to exploit
pricing inefficiencies in international markets, similar to that successfully pursued in
the US Small Cap fund.

• The knowledge and expertise of the manager, Barr Rosenberg
• Its exclusive focus on smaller companies in more developed markets (no emerging

market overlap)

MORGAN STANLEY CLOSED-END UPDATE – We also want to update you on the status of the
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets (MSF) closed-end fund.  We purchased MSF in many
client accounts in December 1996, to exploit a much wider than normal discount between
the fund’s market price and net asset value (NAV).  While emerging markets have had an
outstanding first half of 1997 (most funds are up 15-20%; MFS is up 28.8%), the discount
on MSF has narrowed only slightly from the level at which we purchased it (12%).  We
remain quite confident that this discount will eventually narrow substantially and provide
clients with an extra 8–12% return.

“GROWTH” VS. “VALUE” – The top chart
to the right displays the recent 12 month
performance of domestic small cap “value”
stocks relative to small cap “growth.”  The
especially sharp turns in the “growth” line
will be familiar to clients owning the

One year to 6/30/97

3 years to 6/30/97

Value

Growth

Growth
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Navellier fund.  The growth composite’s one year return through June 30 of 3.1%, was
disappointingly far shy of the 25.9% of the value composite.  However, the longer view of
the three year historical performance, shown in the lower chart, reflects a three-year
annualized return for “growth” of 24.8%, where “value,” over this time frame, trailed
significantly at 20.6%.  It also shows that if you entered the small cap growth arena in, say,
April of 1996, it has taken 15 months or so to get back to where you began.

We believe that two important lessons are presented here.  First, these asset classes are only
appropriate for long-term investment horizons where one is committed to persevere.
Second, an exclusive approach to either value or growth is probably a mistake over time,
thus our attempt to achieve a roughly equal balance between value and growth in clients
portfolios.

Quarterly Results

Returns for our funds were excellent across virtually all asset classes.  Our managers,
generally, performed quite well relative to their benchmarks.  For comparative purposes, we
present the following average returns for equity mutual funds for the second quarter (in
$US).  All performance data presented below, except for the annuity sub-accounts, are from
Barron’s Quarterly Mutual Fund Report or from The New York Times.

2nd Quarter 12 Months
            Fund Categories                  1997       To 6/30/97 

Large Cap (S&P 500 Objective) 17.3% 34.0%
Large Company Growth 17.4% 27.3%
Large Company Value 13.9% 28.4%
Small Company Growth 18.4% 3.1%
Small Company Value 14.9% 25.9%
International 11.1% 16.5%
International Small Company 7.3% 13.5%
International Emerging Markets 10.5% 18.1%
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12 Months 3 Years
2nd Quarter to Annualized

1997 6/30/97 to 6/30/97

LARGE CAP DOMESTIC

Index
* Schwab 500 Select 17.2% 34.1% N/A
* Schwab 1000 Select 16.7% 31.5% 27.1%

Vanguard Index 500 17.4% 34.6% 28.7%
Value Orientation

Berkshire Hathaway 30.4% 53.8% 43.0%
* DFA Large Cap Value 14.7% 28.3% 25.4%

Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 17.2% 34.6% 26.4%
Neuberger & Berman Guardian 12.6% 27.5% 21.6%

Growth Orientation
Brandywine 11.9% 24.1% 25.6%

SMALL CAP DOMESTIC

Growth and Earnings Momentum
Navellier Aggressive Growth 21.8% -7.7% N/A
Value Line Centurion (Annuity) 15.2% 13.9% 24.7%

Value Orientation
* Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap 16.3% 29.1% 29.2%
* DFA Small Co. Value 15.8% 26.3% 22.6%
* Heartland Value 13.7% 21.7% 21.4%
* Mutual Discovery 7.7% 26.1% 22.4%

INTERNATIONAL

Core International
Baillie Gifford (Annuity) 14.1% 19.1% 12.3%
Harbor International [Closed] 13.4% 28.6% 22.6%
Ivy International [Closed] 11.5% 23.3% 18.2%
T. Rowe Price International Stock 11.9% 18.1% 13.4%
Warburg Pincus International Equity 13.6% 15.3% 10.9%

Emerging Markets and International Small Cap
Acorn International 5.9% 11.3% 11.9%
Baillie Gifford Emerging Markets (Annuity) 12.5% 26.1% N/A
Warburg Pincus Emerging Markets 11.5% 13.7% N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets 14.2% 13.5% N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets (Closed-End) 12.6% 10.5% -0.3%

*PREFERENTIAL ACCESS THROUGH K&F
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INFLATION-INDEXED 5-YEAR TREASURIES

As expected, the Treasury has supplemented its 10-year inflation-indexed notes with a 5-
year version.  The 5-year notes have all the characteristics of their longer maturity siblings:
inflation protection, current taxation of the coupon payments plus the inflated value for the
year, and, in the short run, relative illiquidity due to a smaller pool of buyers in the
secondary market.  From an inflation protection standpoint, these notes are somewhat less
attractive than their longer siblings because there is not much fear of inflation heating up
significantly between now and the year 2002.  The lack of concern about near-term inflation
is likely the chief reason that the first sale of 5-year notes sold so poorly that the Treasury
was forced to pay a 3.744% coupon on top of the inflation rate.  Consequently, as it turns
out, a buyer who has an investment horizon targeted to meet an expense that is five years
from now probably got a good deal.  Others, for whom the maturity of these notes is not so
neatly matched, will probably find preferable alternatives, especially if the asset is to be held
in a taxable account.

INDEX MUTUAL FUNDS

In last quarter’s Commentary, we presented the first in a series of articles on the subject of
indices.  That article, which covered the use of indices as benchmarking tools, stressed the
importance of comparability between the portfolio whose performance is being evaluated
and the index being used as a benchmark.  The discussion also noted several issues involved
in the construction of any index – Is the index capitalization weighted?  Does it include all
the stocks in its universe or just a sample of stocks? – that can influence, in subtle but
important ways, the conclusions drawn from the benchmarking process.

We resume the conversation regarding indices with this quarter’s article on “index funds,”
which are mutual funds that attempt to mimic the performance of particular indices.  The
article will discuss the attributes of index funds, which make them attractive… or not
attractive… to us as investment managers and our viewpoint regarding the role of index
funds in the portfolios we manage.  We’ll save for another day a conversation about some
subtly different approaches to portfolio management, namely “enhanced index,” “passive”
and “quantitative” approaches.

Understanding what index funds are and how to use them in a globally diversified portfolio
are integral to successful long-term portfolio management.

An index fund can be constructed to reflect virtually any index.  The most well-known
equity indices, such as the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (“S&P 500”) of large cap domestic
stocks, the MCSI Europe, Australia and Far East Index (“EAFE”) of large cap stocks in the
largest developed countries outside of the US, and the Russell 2000 Index of small cap
domestic stocks, have been replicated in index funds by many fund providers.  The best of
these index funds typically provide returns just a few basis points (“bp” – hundredths of a
percent) lower than the return of the index itself.  Unlike the index (which is just a
theoretical construct), an index fund incurs some actual management expenses and
transaction charges.  These expenses range from about 20 basis points a year for the most
efficient S&P 500 funds to 25 bp and 60 bp for the lowest cost small cap and international
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index funds, respectively.  When comparing pure index funds, management efficiency, as
represented by the expense ratio, is the most important distinguishing characteristic.

INDEXING IN EFFICIENT MARKETS – We believe that in an efficient market, such as that for
large cap domestic stocks, it is extremely difficult, but not impossible, for an active manager
to outperform the index over the long haul.

During the roaring bull market for large cap domestic equities of the past several years,
much has been written in the popular press about the fact that only 25% or so of actively
managed large cap domestic mutual funds succeed in outperforming the S&P 500 over a
market cycle.

The expense of analyzing a universe of stocks to decide which ones to buy and sell drives
the active manager’s operating costs up and the greater number of transactions further
increases costs.  By the time all the operating expenses are totaled, the expense ratio of an
average actively managed domestic large cap fund is over 140 bp (1.40%).  To overcome the
burden of higher expenses, the active manager must generate returns more than 130 bp
greater than those of the index funds – year in and year out – just to break even.
Unfortunately, excess returns of this magnitude are extremely difficult to achieve
consistently in efficient markets, where perhaps millions of other well-informed participants
simultaneously attempt to uncover values before anyone else finds them.

As if a built-in cost advantage and superior track record weren’t sufficient, there is another
characteristic of index funds which merits attention, their tax efficiency.  Because indexing
is largely a buy-and-hold strategy, these funds tend to realize fewer capital gains than do
actively managed funds.  Fewer realized gains mean fewer capital gain distributions to
shareholders and, for our taxable investors, fewer taxes to pay currently.

Consequently, for the major portion of our clients’ large cap domestic equity allocations, we
think pure index funds are an ideal choice.  We allocate approximately 60% of our clients’
domestic large cap allocation to large cap index funds.  As discussed in Fund Watch, we
have recently taken advantage of the opportunity to shave at least another 9 bp off of the
annual operating expenses of this allocation for many clients by moving funds, in a tax-free
exchange, to a new institutional class of shares in the Schwab Index fund series.

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT IN LESS EFFICIENT MARKETS – The factors which operate to
promote market efficiency (high quality and inexpensive information; modest transaction
charges; high trading volumes; etc.) in the market for large cap U.S. stocks are not found in
as great an abundance, we believe, in the small cap and international segments of the market.
Because these markets are less “efficient” then, sufficiently clever active investors should be
able to identify mispriced assets – “bargains” – and earn rates of return superior to those of
the market index.  As is the case for active domestic large cap managers, these active small
cap managers must overcome their relative cost disadvantages just to break even with the
index fund.

True believers in efficient markets will insist that all efforts to beat the market through active
management are doomed to failure.  Our experience and our reading of the history of
investment returns brings us to the conclusion that superior managers operating in less
efficient segments of the market can be expected to beat their market indices.  For this
reason, we use several carefully researched actively managed – rather than index – funds in
the small cap and international segments of our clients’ portfolios.
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SMALL CAPITALIZATION STOCKS OVERSEAS – In seeking exposure to the small cap and
international markets, we are employing the findings of academic researchers whose work
suggests that investments in small company stocks and “value” stocks (the researchers
sometimes prefer to call this latter category “distressed stocks”) offer strong potential for
excess returns.  The theoretical justification for such excess returns relates to the riskiness of
these investments.  Individually, small and/or distressed companies must offer investors
higher potential returns in the face of greater uncertainty over the prospects for future
returns.  By building a diversified portfolio of small and/or value companies, an investor is
able to mitigate the risks associated with any single company while retaining exposure to the
overall return potential of the class as a whole.

We find this research compelling and have begun to increase the weightings in our clients’
exposure to small company stocks abroad to better parallel domestic small stock
commitments.  To this end we are making several modifications in the portfolios we
manage, on a case-by-case basis with a keen eye toward the tax implications and the
portfolio’s investment time horizon.  One facet of this change is an increase in the target
small stock sub-component of clients’ overall international allocation.  Another is the
addition of a second international small cap fund, the Barr Rosenberg International Small
Cap fund, discussed above in Fund Watch.


